
 

Terratec Ews88mt Windows 7 X64 33 ((EXCLUSIVE))

With a hugely powerful S/PDIF output, the
Terratec EWS88MT is the next best thing

to a DJ mixer if you're looking to add
analogue audio to your PC. If there is any
other digital audio connection then it is
possible to get at your audio, but the

Terratec EWS88MT is certainly the most
cost effective way to get 24bit A/D

conversion and S/PDIF into your PC. One
of the newest entries of this series is the
Terratec EWS88 MT. This soundcard not

only brings an upgrade of the EWS64
soundcard line, but also a significant

improvement to the overall sound quality
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and is in a fully configured state, ready to
rock. The basic model features eight

individual channels, among which seven
digital inputs and outputs are available.

The state of digital out, however, depends
on the selected digital output mode. Here
are the available settings:- 48 bit, Stereo

PCM (high quality mode, full 24bit,
96kHz)- 24 bit, Stereo PCM (mid-quality
mode, full 24bit, 96kHz)- 16 bit, Stereo

PCM (low quality mode, full 24bit, 96kHz)-
12 bit, Mono PCM (low quality mode, full
24bit, 48kHz)- 8 bit, Mono PCM (quality =
low, 48kHz/24bit, no digital out) Although

the EWS88 MT has a rather thin list of
controls, it is a solid card with quality
components, which is an important

consideration for the price you pay. The
USB supported interface makes it a
natural choice for a Windows-based

system, where there is no lack of
alternative choices (such as the

Propellerhead Reason products) that are
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capable of similar performance. There is a
little panel on the front of the card giving
you access to all important parameters.

The central one being the EWS88 MT
WavePlay front panel controls. Left to

right are Front Waves Play, Front Waves
Play All, Selection, Volume, Screen mode,

Time, and Mode. The following
parameters can be displayed in the panel

left and right of that screen (simple
labels): Inputs (left) and Outputs (right).
Up until this point, I have only compared
the EWS88 MT with my other hardware,

so it's time I looked at the interface in the
context of an actual Windows-based

system. The EWS MT supports both USB
and Firewire through the rear I/O ports. It
also has three memory ports on the rear

of the card (along with the onboard
WinCE internal memory) and provides
support for 2GB of this (there is also a

2GBby1Slot Sandisk PC-Flashcard, but it's
of no use to you if you have a USB
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soundcard). If you don't have three USB
port on your system (not uncommon) you
can plug the EWS MT into your system via

Firewire.
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can plug the EWS MT into your system via
Firewire. 5ec8ef588b
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